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SUMMARY Post-silicon tuning is attracting a lot of attention for cop-
ing with increasing process variation. However, its tuning cost via testing
is still a crucial problem. In this paper, we propose tuning-friendly body
bias clustering with multiple bias voltages. The proposed method provides
a small set of compensation levels so that the speed and leakage current
vary monotonically according to the level. Thanks to this monotonic lev-
eling and limitation of the number of levels, the test-cost of post-silicon
tuning is significantly reduced. During the body bias clustering, the pro-
posed method explicitly estimates and minimizes the average leakage after
the post-silicon tuning. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
method reduces the average leakage by 25.3 to 51.9% compared to non
clustering case. In a test case of four clusters, the number of necessary tests
is reduced by 83% compared to the conventional exhaustive test approach.
We reveal that two bias voltages are sufficient when only a small number
of compensation levels are allowed for test-cost reduction. We also give an
implication on how to synthesize a circuit to which post-silicon tuning will
be applied.
key words: post-silicon tuning, body bias clustering, process variation,
body biasing, statistical static timing analysis

1. Introduction

With the advance of semiconductor technology, chip manu-
facturing variability has become a crucial problem, and de-
sign for variability has been studied. However, robustness
improvement only in design time inherently has its limit. To
overcome the problem, post-silicon tuning is now drawing a
lot of attention, and has been studied.

Body biasing and supply voltage scaling can make cir-
cuits faster, yet they increase leakage and dynamic power
consumption. Traditionally, chip-level and block-level tun-
ing have been studied [1]–[3] and adopted in some commer-
cial chips. On the other hand, to improve timing while keep-
ing power dissipation low, fine-grained tuning only for por-
tions with timing violation is effective, since most of other
portions in fabricated chips and blocks do not violate timing
specification. However, fine-grained tuning involves imple-
mentation overhead, because of well separation, distribution
of multiple body and supply voltages and level shifters, and
all of them need extra area and/or power dissipation. The
finest granularity is logic gate, but the overhead is impracti-
cally huge and is not totally acceptable.

Another problem of fine-grained tuning is the test cost
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required to obtain an optimal tuning result after fabrication.
If there are M tuning variables and each variable can take
N values, the number of combinations is NM , and finding
an optimal combination for every chip after fabrication be-
comes less practical, as M and N increases.

To minimize power dissipation after post-silicon tun-
ing with acceptable implementation overhead, gate cluster-
ing has been proposed [4]. The aim of this approach is to
attain a tuning quality that is close to gate-level tuning while
reducing the implementation overhead and the tuning vari-
able M to M′(� M). Although the number of combinations
is reduced to NM′ , the test cost is still expensive for most
products, which prevents post-silicon tuning.

To further reduce the test cost, our preliminary work
[5] proposed to preset the testing order of combinations in
design time. We limited N = 2, and determined an ordered
cluster set that allows only M + 1 combinations for test and
guarantees monotonic decrease/increase in delay/power ir-
relevant to manufacturing variability. In terms of the reduc-
tion in test cost, this approach is promising. However, there
are critical remaining issues that prevent a practical use. The
first problem is that only random variability is considered in
cluster generation in [5], whereas manufacturing variability
in actual chips consists of several components, such as die-
to-die, within-die spatial and random components. It is pre-
dicted that random variability due to RDF (random dopant
fluctuation) and LER (line edge roughness) becomes signifi-
cant according to the technology advance. However, the die-
to-die variability is still a dominant factor that induces delay
defects, and hence the clustering result ignoring die-to-die
variability is not optimal. In addition, a method in [5] cannot
handle three or more body bias voltages. Therefore, it is not
validated that limiting the number of body voltages to two
is appropriate. Given the number of body voltages, we have
to choose a set of optimal body voltages from producible
voltages. However, this selection is not possible with [5] as
well. Furthermore, [5] focuses on subthreshold circuits, and
the effectiveness to ordinary superthreshold circuits has not
been clarified.

This paper presents a method to obtain a cluster as-
signment for test-friendly post-silicon tuning. The proposed
method takes into account correlated (die-to-die and within-
die) variability components in timing and leakage estimation
in addition to random variability. To efficiently carry out the
clustering, we derive two canonical forms having identical
random variables; one expresses the circuit timing and the
other represents the circuit leakage, and use them for con-
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ditional probability computation involved in estimation of
post-tuning leakage current. We also extend the compensa-
tion method so that it can handle three or more bias voltages
keeping delay/leakage monotonicity. Using the feature that
multiple bias voltages are exploitable and a set of body volt-
ages is selectable according to the given circuit and delay
constraint, we experimentally reveal that two voltage levels
are reasonably sufficient for the small number of compen-
sation levels which is equal to or less than the number of
clusters. We further discuss how to synthesize a circuit to
which will be applied post-silicon tuning, and give a design
implication. This work focuses on only setup timing in test-
ing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we introduce the compensation approach proposed in [5],
and present a novel approach for handling multiple body
bias voltages. Section 3 gives the problem formulation of
this work. Section 4 explains how to derive canonical forms
that express statistical models of delay and leakage. We
explain the proposed optimization flow and each step in
Sect. 5. We show experimental results in Sect. 6, and con-
clude the discussion in Sect. 7.

2. Compensation Approaches for Low Test-Cost Tun-
ing

2.1 Basic Approach for Low Test-Cost Tuning

Post-silicon tuning based on the conventional body bias
clustering [4] suffers from its large test-cost for tuning.
The tuning is carried out by sweeping body voltages for
each cluster and searching for a combination that attains
the minimum leakage current while satisfies given timing
constraints. This exhaustive tuning involves large test-cost
because there are a lot of combinations to be tested and it
requires leakage current measurement. Let the number of
available body bias voltages be Nbias and the number of clus-
ters be Ncluster. There are NNcluster

bias combinations, and finding
an optimal combination for each fabricated chip becomes
less practical, as Nbias and Ncluster increase.

To reduce test-cost, we adopt a small test-cost approach
proposed in [5]. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the tun-
ing flow in the case that the number of clusters is three. Each
cluster is pre-ordered in design time simultaneously with
clustering itself, and the subscript i of the cluster name Ci

denotes the order. We call this tuning approach “pre-ordered
clustering”. Here, [5] supposes that only two bias voltages
Vlow and Vhigh, are available. Vhigh makes the circuit faster
than Vlow, while it causes larger leakage.

First Vlow is applied to all clusters (tuning level 0, here-
after described as level 0 in short). If the chip does not sat-
isfy timing constraints at level 0, then cluster C1 is sped up
by applying Vhigh to C1 (level 1). If the chip still does not
satisfy timing constraints at level 1, Vhigh is given to C2 in
addition to C1 (level 2). In the same way, the body voltage of
the next cluster is changed to Vhigh in order until the circuit
satisfies timing constraints. If the circuit does not satisfy

Fig. 1 Basic pre-ordered compensation [5].

timing even at the maximum level (level 3 in the example),
the chip should be discarded. In this approach, the number
of levels is Ncluster + 1.

An important property that makes the tuning with pre-
ordered clustering realizable is that the circuit speed be-
comes faster and leakages become larger monotonically as
the tuning level increments, and this property is necessar-
ily satisfied for every chip, because changing body voltage
from Vlow to Vhigh always improves the speed and increases
leakage. Thanks to the monotonic property, testing can be
simplified because no leakage measurement is needed and
testing can be finished once the chip satisfies timing con-
straints. This means the average number of levels to be
tested is smaller than Ncluster + 1. For example in Fig. 1,
the average number of test per chip is 7/3 and smaller than
the number of available levels 4.

2.2 Post-Silicon Tuning with More Than Two Bias Volt-
ages

The tuning with pre-ordered clustering [5] assumes two bias
voltages, and then this tuning approach is not applicable
when three or more bias voltages are available. We here dis-
cuss how to extend the tuning with pre-ordered clustering
while keeping the advantage of low test-cost.

In the extension, the monotonic property in speed and
leakage with respect to the compensation level must be sat-
isfied to remain the test cost low. We adopt the following
two extensions of “voltage-first alteration” and “cluster-first
alteration” as ones of those that satisfy the monotonic prop-
erty.

The order of clusters is pre-determined in design time
similarly to [5]. Figure 2 illustrates an example of voltage-
first alteration. In this example, there are three clusters(C1 −
C3) and three bias voltages (Vlow, Vmid and Vhigh). First we
apply Vlow to all clusters (level 0). Then, we alter bias volt-
age of C1 to Vmid (level 1) and to Vhigh (level 2) in sequence.
When the timing constraint is not satisfied even though the
highest bias voltage is given to C1, we next alter the bias
voltage of C2. We continue this alternation until the timing
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Fig. 2 Voltage-first alteration.

Fig. 3 Cluster-first alteration.

constraint is satisfied. With this extension, the number of
levels becomes (Ncluster × (Nbias − 1) + 1), and in this exam-
ple it is 3 × (3 − 1) + 1 = 7.

Figure 3 exemplifies cluster-first alteration. First we
apply Vlow to all clusters (level 0). Then, we apply Vmid to
C1 (level 1) and to C2 (level 2) in sequence. When the timing
constraint is not satisfied even though all clusters are applied
the Vmid , we next alter the bias voltage of C1. We continue
this alteration until the timing constraints are satisfied. With
this extension, the number of levels is the same as voltage-
first alteration.

Even with the pre-ordered clustering, the number of
compensation levels tends to be large as the number of bias
voltages increases, which results in the increase in test-cost
for tuning. To maintain the test-cost for tuning within the
allowable range, we choose Nlevel compensation levels from
(Ncluster × (Nbias − 1) + 1) levels. In the proposed method,
we determine the order of clusters and choose the compen-
sation level simultaneously during the body bias clustering.
We call this clustering “extended pre-ordered clustering”.

3. Problem Formulation

We formulate the problem to solve in this work. Given the
number of compensation levels Nlevel, the number of clusters
Ncluster, the target yield Ytarget, the number of distributable
body voltages Ndist bias, the number of producible body volt-
ages Nprod bias(≥ Ndist bias) and their voltage values, the pro-
posed method provides a clustering result that minimizes the
average leakage after post-silicon tuning with the definition
of Nlevel compensation levels. In this problem, we simply
divide the given chip layout into Nisland islands spatially and
cluster the islands for layout consideration, where Nisland is
assumed to be given (Fig. 4). A solution is that each island

Fig. 4 Island generation and clustering (Nisland=16, Ncluster=3).

belongs to one and only one of the clusters, and the number
of islands included in each cluster is not zero. In addition,
a body voltage from the given body voltages is assigned to
each cluster for each compensation level such that the cir-
cuit delay decreases and leakage increases monotonically as
the compensation level increments in every chip. The total
number of body voltage used for defining Nlevel compensa-
tion levels is Ndist bias.

The objective function of clustering Cost is expressed
as the product of average leakage after post-silicon tuning
Pleakage and a penalty function penalty.

Cost = Pleakage · penalty, (1)

where:

Pleakage=

Nlevel∑
i=1

{∫
cond.

L(i)(X)·pd f (X)dX
}
, (2)

cond.=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
d(i)(X) ≤ dconst < d(i−1)(X) (i > 0)

d(i)(X) ≤ dconst (i = 0),
(3)

where X is a vector of random variables, which corresponds
to, for example, channel length, threshold voltage and so
on. L(i)(X) and d(i)(X) are leakage current and delay at com-
pensation level i, which means the cluster order in post-
silicon tuning is considered in Pleakage computation. pd f (X)
is the probability density function of X. dconst is a given
timing constraint that must be satisfied after post-silicon
tuning. An important point here is that the integration of
L(i)(X) · pd f (X) must be carried out in the subspace of X
satisfying d(i)(X) ≤ dconst < d(i−1)(X), where this subspace
corresponds to the post-silicon tuning as explained in Fig. 1.
penalty is a penalty function introduced to satisfy the yield
constraint Ytarget, and it is a function of Ytarget and Ycluster.
Without this constraint, the timing yield would be sacrificed
for leakage reduction.

Ycluster = Prob[d(Nlevel)(X) < dconst)], (4)

where Prob[condition] represents the probability that
condition is satisfied. There are many function candidates
for penalty, and we chose an exponential function that
penalty increases exponentially as Ycluster decreases when
Ycluster−Ytarget is smaller than or close to zero and penalty =
1 in the other range.

An efficient computation of Eq. (1) will be explained in
Sects. 4 and 5.1. In [5], only random variability is assumed
and then the integration in the subspace is approximated as
the integration in the entire space. However, in actual chips,
die-to-die variability has a strong impact on delay defects,
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and such an approximation degrades the quality of the clus-
tering result.

In this problem formulation, we explicitly minimize
the leakage current after post-silicon tuning. Thanks to this
problem formulation, the proposed method can generate the
cluster organization, determine the cluster order, and select
the body voltages and compensation levels in design time
before fabrication.

4. Statistical Modeling of Delay and Leakage Current

Under process variation, delays, arrival times and leakage
currents should be expressed statistically. This section dis-
cusses the statistical computation of delay and leakage cur-
rent for computing the objective function of Eq. (2).

4.1 Delay Computation

To efficiently express and compute delays and arrival times,
a canonical form that expresses statistical delay and arrival
time is widely used [6].

d = d0 +

Nvar∑
p=1

cpXp + crndXrnd, (5)

where Xp ∼ N(0, 1) represents inter-die and intra-die
spatially-correlated variations, Xrnd ∼ N(0, 1) represents
random variation. cp and crnd are delay coefficients which
are determined by the sensitivity of delay to magnitude of
variation. Nvar is the number of variational parameters and
d0 is the average of d. Note that by applying PCA (prin-
cipal component analysis) beforehand to the correlated ran-
dom variables of inter-die variation and intra-die spatially-
correlated variations, Xp(p = 1, · · · ,Nvar) and Xrnd become
all independent and have no correlation to each other [6].

To calculate circuit delay, sum and max operations are
needed. The sum of two canonical forms can be expressed
as a canonical form. Although the max operation is non-
linear, [6] presents a practical computation to approximately
express the max of two canonical forms as a canonical form.
With these sum and max operations, circuit delay dcir can be
expressed with the canonical form of Eq. (6).

dcir = dcir,0 +

Nvar∑
p=1

ccir,pXp + ccir,rndXrnd. (6)

4.2 Leakage Computation

We next explain the leakage computation. In order to obtain
the entire circuit leakage Lcir, we must compute

Lcir =

Ncell∑
j=1

Lj, (7)

where Ncell is the number of cells. The leakage follows not a
normal distribution but a lognormal distribution, and hence

the summation procedure used in delay are not applicable
to leakage computation. We therefore use a lognormal sum-
mation method proposed in [7] to obtain the canonical form
of leakage.

First, we express leakage as follows.

L = exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝k0 +

Nvar∑
p=1

kpXp + krndXrnd

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (8)

where Xp ∼ N(0, 1) is a random variable that corresponds
to a variation source, and it is identical to that in Eq. (5).
Xrnd ∼ N(0, 1) represents random variation. kp and krnd are
coefficients.

Using the sum operation described in Appendix, the
entire circuit leakage can be expressed with the canonical
form of Eq. (9).

Lcir = kcir,0 +

Nvar∑
p=1

kcir,pXp + kcir,rndXrnd. (9)

Now, we obtained the canonical form of the entire cir-
cuit leakage whose variables Xp are identical to the canoni-
cal form of the circuit delay. This means that the correlation
between circuit delay and leakage are embedded in the coef-
ficients of ccir and kcir. Exploiting this embedded correlation
information, we compute Eq. (2), which will be explained in
the next section.

5. Design-Time Optimization Procedure

This section presents the proposed procedure for body bias
clustering. We first explain an efficient computation of the
objective function in Sect. 5.5.1. We next describe the opti-
mization flow using simulated annealing in Sect. 5.5.2, and
explain the generation of neighboring solution in Sect. 5.5.3.

5.1 Computation of Objective Function

Given the canonical forms of delay and leakage of Eqs. (6)
and (9), we now compute Eq. (2). The difficulty of com-
puting Eq. (2) is the integration of L(i)(X) · pd f (X) in the
subspace of X satisfying d(i)(X) ≤ dconst < d(i−1). We in this
paper adopt Monte Carlo approach to carry out the integra-
tion among existing numerical computation methods, since
the accuracy and computation time are easily tradable.

The computation process is as follows.

Step 1: Prepare the canonical forms of circuit delay and
leakage in Eqs. (6) and (9) for each compensation level
i.

Step 2: Generate Nvar +1 random numbers for Xp and Xrnd,
where Xp and Xrnd are independent normal random
variables. This step can be regarded as the fabrication
of a chip.

Step 3: Calculate circuit delay d(i) using Eq. (6) and find
the level i such that the maximum delay constraint is
satisfied at level i and is not at level (i − 1).
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d(i) ≤ dconst < d(i−1). (10)

This step can be interpreted as the post-silicon tuning
in Fig. 1 for the chip fabricated in Step 2. From the
viewpoint of mathematical computation, this inequal-
ity corresponds to the subspace for the integration in
Eq. (1).

Step 4: Calculate leakage current using Eq. (9) at the level
of i found in Step 3, and accumulate it as the cost value.

Step 5: Go back to Step 2 and repeat Steps 2–4 NMC times.
Here, NMC is the number of required trials. If the num-
ber of trials reach NMC , the accumulated cost value
is divided by NMC , and then we obtain the average
leakage current after post-silicon tuning expressed in
Eq. (1).

It should be noted that the proposed computation car-
ries out Monte Carlo simulation on the canonical forms
and does not require iterative timing analysis on the tim-
ing graph, which means Monte Carlo simulation is not as
expensive as we thought.

5.2 Optimization by Simulated Annealing

The cluster generation problem here we are solving is a
combinatorial optimization problem. As one of the opti-
mization algorithms, we adopt simulated annealing method
in this work.

The initial solution is generated randomly. Inside the
optimization loops in simulated annealing, we generate a
neighboring solution from the current solution. The gen-
eration of neighboring solution is explained in Sect. 5.5.3.
We then derive the canonical expressions of circuit delay
and leakage based on the generated neighboring solution,
and calculate the objective function of Eq. (1), Costnew. If
the cost of the neighboring solution Costnew is less than that
of the current solution Costcur, we replace the current so-
lution with the neighboring solution. Moreover, if Costnew

is less than the cost of the best solution Costbest, we record
the neighboring solution as the best solution. On the other
hand, in the case of Costnew > Costcur, we also update cur-
rent solution based on the probability exp(−Δ/T ), where
Δ = Costnew −Costcur and T is the temperature parameter.

Following the manner of simulated annealing, we grad-
ually decrease T in the optimization loops. When T is
high, the accurate computation of the objective function is
not necessary since exp(−Δ/T ) is mostly dependent on T ,
whereas the higher accuracy is required when T is low. This
tendency can be satisfied by changing NMC depending on T ,
which helps to reduce the optimization run time. If an ex-
iting condition defined by, for example, execution time, the
minimum temperature and/or the number of loops is satis-
fied, the optimization finishes.

5.3 Generation of Neighboring Solution

In the optimization problem defined in Sect. 3, we have to

determine a composition of Ncluster clusters, select Nlevel lev-
els from (Ncluster×(Nbias−1)+1) levels, and choose Ndist bias

voltages from Nprod bias voltages. This means that we need
to explore a solution space consisting of three subspaces.
We thus have to generate a neighboring solution in simu-
lated annealing so as to efficiently explore the subspaces.

When generating a neighboring solution, we first pick
up one subspace randomly according to the probabilities
proportional to the size of each subspace, and slightly mod-
ify the sub-solution in the selected subspace while preserv-
ing the neighborhood. The subspace selection probabili-
ties for island clustering, level selection and bias selection
are Prcluster, Prlevel and Prbias, respectively, and they satisfy
Prcluster + Prlevel + Prbias = 1. We estimate the size of each
subspace using the number of possible combinations. The
number of combinations for clusters is obtained using the
recurrence relation below.

Ccluster(Ncluster)=NNisland

cluster−
Ncluster−1∑

k=1

(
Ncluster

k ·Ccluster(k)

)
. (11)

The numbers of combinations for levels and bias are com-
puted by

Clevel =

(
Npossible level

Nlevel

)
, (12)

Cbias =

(
Nprod bias

Ndist bias

)
, (13)

where Npossible level is (Ncluster×(Nbias−1)+1). Using Ccluster,
Clevel and Cbias, Prcluster, Prlevel and Prbias are expressed as

Prcluster=Ccluster/(Ccluster + Clevel + Cbias), (14)

Prlevel=Clevel/(Ccluster + Clevel +Cbias), (15)

Prbias=Cbias/(Ccluster + Clevel + Cbias). (16)

6. Experimental Results

This section experimentally evaluates the proposed cluster-
ing method. The circuits used for experiments, which are
listed in Table 1, were synthesized by a commercial logic
synthesizer and placed by a commercial placer with an in-
dustrial 65 nm library. c1908 is a circuit in ISCAS85 bench-
mark set, mult16, mult32, and mult64 are 16-bit, 32-bit and
64-bit multipliers, and dsp alu is an ALU in a DSP for mo-
bile phone. We characterized the nominal delay and leak-
age, and the sensitivities of delay and leakage to variabili-
ties with HSPICE. The proposed method was implemented

Table 1 Performance improvement with proposed clustering.

Circuit #cells Delay reduction Leakage reduction
w/ same leakage w/ same delay

c1908 919 3.7% 28.8%
mult16 4,145 3.7% 35.3%
mult32 15,291 3.4% 32.4%
dsp alu 17,302 6.3% 51.9%
mult64 73,473 2.7% 25.3%
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Fig. 5 Performance improvement with proposed clustering (mult64).

in C++ language and was run on a 3.2 GHz Opteron pro-
cessor. σglobal = 25 [mV] and σrandom = 15 [mV] are as-
sumed in experiments. All circuits are spatially divided to
4 × 4, thus Nisland = 16. The target yield Ytarget is 98%.
We provided 7(=Nprod bias) voltages for body voltages; RBB
(Reversed Body Bias) 300 mV, RBB200 mV, RBB100 mV,
ZBB (Zero Body Bias), FBB (Forward Body Bias) 100 mV,
FBB200 mV and FBB300 mV. RBBs make circuits slower
and reduce leakage current, and FBBs make circuits faster
and increase leakage current. In the case that three or more
bias voltages are available, better result in VFA and CFA
was selected.

6.1 Performance Improvement with Proposed Clustering

We first validate the effectiveness of circuit performance im-
provement thanks to the proposed clustering. We applied
the proposed clustering to mult64 by changing the delay
constraint dconst. Here, mult64 was synthesized with the
achievable minimum delay constraint, and the number of
bias voltages Nbias was set to two. When the body bias-
ing is given to mult64 without clustering, the leakage cur-
rents with FBB 300 mV, ZBB and RBB 300 mV are 73,900,
18,300 and 13,500 nA, respectively.

Figure 5 shows delays and leakages of mult64. Curves
labeled with “w/ clustering” and “w/o clustering” rep-
resent compensation results with the proposed cluster-
ing (Ncluster=4, Nlevel=5) and no clustering (equivalent to
Ncluster=1), and a dot with “w/o compensation” corresponds
to a result without compensation. With FBB 300 mV, the
circuit delay can be reduced by 8.3% in this configuration.

With performance compensation with the proposed
clustering, the leakage current is reduced by 25.3% attain-
ing the same circuit delay (4.17 ns) compared to that without
clustering. Looking at the same leakage, the circuit delay
is decreased by 2.7%. Table 1 summarizes the delay and
leakage reduction in various circuits. We can obtain 25.3 to
51.9% leakage reduction and 2.7 to 6.3% delay reduction.

Table 2 lists the selected bias voltages in the case that
4.17 ns delay constraint is given to mult64. Thanks to clus-

Table 2 Selected body voltages (mult64, 4.17 ns constraint).

Ncluster Nlevel Selected bias voltages
1 (w/o clustering) 2 FBB 100 mV, FBB 200 mV
4 (w/ clustering) 4 ZBB, FBB 200 mV

Fig. 6 Distribution of level selection probability w/o clustering.

Fig. 7 Distribution of level selection probability w/clustering.

tering with Ncluster=4, ZBB can be used for non timing-
critical gates, which contributes to leakage reduction. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 show the probability distribution of each level
being selected. When clustering is applied, levels 0 to 4
are selected almost uniformly, whereas level 0 is mostly se-
lected without clustering.

We compare the number of tests necessary for post-
silicon tuning. With the experimental setup in this section,
the conventional exhaustive test approach requires 24 = 16
tests. On the other hand, the proposed method can stop the
testing once if the timing specification is satisfied thanks
to the monotonic property. Assuming that the testing starts
from Level 0, the average number of necessary tests is 2.7,
which was calculated from Fig. 7. This means that the test
cost was reduced by 83%.

6.2 Importance of Correlation between Delay and Leak-
age

The proposed method considers the correlation between
delay and leakage, which originates from die-to-die and
within-die spatial variations, by expressing delay and leak-
age with the same random variables, though [5] ignored the
correlation. We here evaluate how much leakage reduction
can be obtained by the explicit consideration of the correla-
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Table 3 Leakage currents of circuits optimized w/ and w/o correlation
consideration.

Circuit
Leakage current [μA] Leakage

w/o correlation w/ correlation reduction
consideration consideration [%]

c1908 0.376 0.369 1.9
mult16 1.41 1.38 2.2
mult32 5.43 4.84 10.9
dsp alu 5.29 5.24 1.0
mult64 27.0 25.1 6.8

Fig. 8 Comparison with exhaustive test approach.

tion in the optimization.
Table 3 lists the leakage currents after post-silicon tun-

ing when the circuit was optimized with and without con-
sidering the correlation. The number of clusters Ncluster is
4 and the number of bias voltages Nbias is 2 in this experi-
ment. With the correlation consideration in the design-time
optimization reduces the leakage current up to 10.9%.

6.3 Comparison with Exhaustive Test Method

The proposed method provides a small set of compensa-
tion levels for testing, whereas the conventional method of
[4] exhaustively tests all the assignments of body voltage
for clusters. We here evaluate the difference of leakage
current between the proposed method and the exhaustive
method. To make a comparison, we implemented the ex-
haustive method as follows. In the exhaustive method, the
leakage current after post-silicon tuning is computed such
that, for a given clustering result, the leakage current is cal-
culated for all the assignments of body voltages for clusters
and the minimum leakage current is selected as the leak-
age current after post-silicon tuning. This leakage current
computation is adopted both in the optimization loop and
in the final result evaluation. Note that this implementa-
tion is different from [4] and the leakage current after post-
silicon tuning is explicitly minimized similarly to the pro-
posed method. Therefore, the difference is caused only by
the proposed low test-cost approach.

Figure 8 shows the leakage currents of both the meth-
ods. In this experiments, Ncluster is 4 and the number of body
voltages is 2. Then, the number of levels of the proposed

Fig. 9 Nlevels versus leakage (mult16).

method is 5, whereas the number of tests of the exhaustive
method is 24 = 16. The CPU time of the exhaustive method
is very long, and hence small circuits in ISCAS85 bench-
mark set were used for the experiment. The leakage current
difference is not significant, and the average difference is
5.3%.

6.4 Number of Bias Voltages

We next show how the number of bias voltages affects leak-
age current. We changed the number of levels Nlevel from 3
to 9 and evaluated the leakage in three cases of Ndist bias=2,
3 and 4. In the conventional exhaustive approach, the num-
bers of necessary tests are 24 = 16, 34 = 81 and 44 = 256,
respectively.

Figure 9 shows results of mult16 with a tight timing
constraint. In the figure, x-axis means the number of levels
used in compensation Nlevel, and y-axis represents leakage
current after compensation. In the case of Ndist bias=2, the
maximum number of levels is 5, because Ncluster = 4 in this
experiment, and hence no points are plotted in the range of
Nlevel > 5.

We can see that as Nlevel increases, the leakage becomes
smaller for all three cases. However, larger Nlevel needs more
test cost after fabrication. Please recall that even for chips
without post-silicon tuning, testing is expensive. We then
focus on small Nlevel which requires small test cost. When
Nlevel ≤ Ncluster + 1, there are small difference of effective-
ness in leakage reduction between there cases. This result
indicates that two bias voltages are sufficient for leakage re-
duction in case of Nlevel ≤ Ncluster + 1 and large resource for
body voltage distribution is not necessary.

We also carried out the similar experiment with a looser
timing constraint, and the same conclusion was obtained.
Besides, it was observed that the superiority of cluster-first
alternation and voltage-first alternation was dependent on
the tightness of the timing constraint. With a looser timing
constraint, voltage-first alternation is better because it assign
a high body voltage to only a few timing-critical clusters.
On the other hand, given a tight timing constraint, cluster-
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Fig. 10 Dependency of leakage on delay constraints given to logic
synthesis and body bias clustering (mult64).

first alternation was superior because most of clusters are
timing critical and low bias voltage should be eliminated at
lower levels. Note that in both the alternations, although a
few levels could be less useful, these levels are often elimi-
nated in the selection process of Nlevel levels.

6.5 Implication for Circuit Synthesis

We finally discuss how to synthesize a circuit to which the
post-silicon tuning will be applied. Depending on the timing
constraint given to logic synthesis, the obtainable leakage
after post-silicon tuning is different, and we have to give an
appropriate constraint to logic synthesis.

Figure 10 shows delays and leakages of two mult64 im-
plementations. One was synthesized with a delay constraint
that is 120% of the tightest delay (mult64a), and another was
synthesized with 150% constraint (mult64b). The number
of body voltages is two. We can see that the leakage starts
to increase when the delay constraint becomes smaller than
the delay of no compensation case. For example, let us sup-
pose that the delay constraint given to clustering is 7.0 ns. In
this case, mult64a attains smaller leakage current, because
the leakage of mult64b increased at this point. Therefore,
as long as the given delay constraint can be satisfied even
without post-silicon tuning, the post-silicon tuning should
not be used for delay reduction and should be used for leak-
age current reduction. In this case, a small number of clus-
ters are enough. On the other hand, when the delay con-
straint cannot be satisfied without post-silicon tuning, the
body bias clustering is effective for performance improve-
ment as shown in Sect. 6.6.1.

An example of CPU time on an Intel 3.0 GHz proces-
sor is roughly 1400 seconds in this experiment for multi64b
including 71k cells. We observed that CPU time is propor-
tional to circuit scale, which is mostly determined by the
complexity of SSTA. Monte Carlo simulation on the derived
canonical forms was not significant in the CPU time.

7. Conclusion

We proposed a body bias clustering method that enables low
test cost tuning. The proposed method explicitly computes
the average leakage current after post-silicon tuning taking
into account the correlation between delay and leakage. We
experimentally demonstrated that the proposed clustering
method reduced the achievable minimum delay by 2.7 to
6.3% as well as leakage current by 25.3 to 51.9%. The num-
ber of tests necessary for post-silicon tuning was reduced by
83% in a test case four clusters. Experiments also indicate
that two bias voltages are sufficient for low test-cost post-
silicon tuning. Except a case that post-silicon tuning is used
for reducing the achievable circuit delay, body bias cluster-
ing should be used for leakage reduction, and a circuit must
be synthesized with an appropriate delay constraint for ex-
ploiting this implication.
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Appendix

This appendix explains how to perform summation of
Eq. (8).

The mean and variance of leakage can be expressed as
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follows.

E(L)=exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝k0 +
1
2

Nvar∑
p=1

k2
p

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (A· 1)

Var(L)=E(L2) − {E(L)}2

=exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝2k0+2
Nvar∑
p=1

k2
p

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠−exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝2k0+

Nvar∑
p=1

k2
p

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
(A· 2)

Here, covariance between each variable and leakage
can be calculated by

E(L · eXi )=exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝k0+
1
2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Nvar∑

p=1,p�i

k2
p+(ki+1)2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (A· 3)

Covariance between leakages can be written as

E(L1 · L2) = exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝(k0,1 + k0,2)+
1
2

Nvar∑
p=1

(kp,1+kp,2)2

+
1
2

k2
rnd,1 +

1
2

k2
rnd,2

)
. (A· 4)

Here, we can express summation of two leakages as
follows.

Lsum = L1 + L2

= exp

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝k0,sum+

Nvar∑
p=1

kp,sumXp+krnd,sumX′rnd

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (A· 5)

where k0,sum, kp,sum and krnd,sum are coefficients of the sum
of leakage, which can be computed by formulas presented
in [7].
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